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The Government Procurement Policy Board (GPPB) 

As a primary aspect of the Philippine Government's public procurement reform agen-

da, the Government Procurement Policy Board (GPPB) was established by virtue of Repub-

lic Act No. 9184 (R.A. 9184) as an independent inter-agency body that is impartial, trans-

parent and effective, with private sector representation. As established in Section 63 of R.A. 

9184, the GPPB shall have the following duties and responsibilities: 

 

 1. To protect national interest in all matters affecting public procurement, having due 

regard to the country's regional and international obligations; 

2. To formulate and amend public procurement policies, rules and regulations, and 

amend, whenever necessary, the Implementing Rules and Regulations (IRR); 

3. To prepare a generic procurement manual and standard bidding forms for pro-

curement; 

4. To ensure the proper implementation by the procuring entities of the Act, its IRR 

and all other relevant rules and regulations pertaining to public procurement; 

5. To establish a sustainable training program to develop the capacity of Government 

procurement officers and employees, and to ensure the conduct of regular procurement 

training programs; and 

6. To conduct an annual review of the effectiveness of the Act and recommend any 

amendments thereto, as may be necessary. 

Vision 

 A Government procurement system that is transparent, efficient and free of cor-

ruption, using information and communications technology as a tool for implementation, 

creating solidarity and proper coordination amongst all Government agencies, improved 

transactions between the Government and its suppliers, contractors and consultants, and an 

atmosphere of trust and confidence between the Government and the general public. 

Mission 

 To be the principal body responsible for procurement policy formulation and the 

implementation and monitoring of effective public procurement reform, thereby promot-

ing and achieving good governance, in general, and transparency, accountability, equity, 

effectiveness, efficiency and economy in Government, in particular. 
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 Objectives 

1.To protect national interest in all matters affecting public procurement, having 

due regard to the country's regional and international obligations; 

2. To implement good and effective governance through public procurement 

reform; 

3. To initiate and provide general procurement policy formulation; and 

4.To establish transparent, effective and enforceable legal and regulatory mecha-

nisms on procurement reform. 

GPPB Composition 

 

DBM NEDA DepEd DOE 

DOF DOH DILG DND 

DOTr DOST DPWH    DTI 

Private Sector 

Resource Agencies: 

COA DOJ 

DICT 

http://www.doe.gov.ph/
http://www.neda.gov.ph/
http://www.dbm.gov.ph/
http://www.deped.gov.ph/
http://www.dof.gov.ph/
http://www.doh.gov.ph/
http://www.dnd.gov.ph/
http://www.dilg.gov.ph/
http://www.dost.gov.ph/
http://www.dpwh.gov.ph/
http://www.dti.gov.ph/


 

 

 

The Government Procurement Policy Board – Technical Support Office  

 The GPPB, being an inter-agency body composed of top level public officials, 

is supported by its very own Technical Support Office (TSO) to provide support in the 

performance of its duties and responsibilities, particularly in spearheading the imple-

mentation of public procurement reform initiatives in the Philippines (Sec. 63.2, Imple-

menting Rules and Regulations of Republic Act 9184). 

Vision 

 The GPPB-TSO is a highly-technical and exemplary team advancing the plat-

form for a competitive, transparent, fair, efficient, economical, sustainable and ac-

countable government procurement system that adapts to a dynamic public procure-

ment environment suitable to all stakeholders. 

Mission 

 To be a dynamic and enabling partner in the advancement of the government 

procurement system by providing innovative, responsive and sustainable mechanisms 

and policies to support the implementation of the government procurement legal 

framework; while serving as the center of excellence for procurement capacity devel-

opment; monitoring and evaluation; and, institutional information on the application 

and interpretation of the procurement law and associated rules. 

Functions of GPPB-TSO 

 The TSO provides research, technical and administrative support to the 

GPPB (Sec. 63.3, IRR of RA 9184), including: 

 

1. Research-based procurement policy recommendations and rule-drafting; 

2. Development and updating of generic procurement manuals and standard bidding 

documents/forms; 

3. Management and conduct of training on procurement systems and procedures; 
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4. Evaluation of the effectiveness of the government procurement system and recom-

mendation of improvements in systems procedures; 

5. Monitoring the compliance to the Act and assisting procuring entities improve their 

compliance; 

6. Monitoring the effectiveness of the Government Electronic Procurement System (G-

EPS); and 

7. Secretariat support. 

Structure, Duties and Responsibilities 

 The GPPB-TSO is organized into strategic groups based on responsibility areas 

covering its function as technical and administrative support to the GPPB. The follow-

ing are the duties and responsibilities of each group: 

Legal and Secretariat Division 

1. Conducts research studies for procurement policy recommendations to GPPB; 

2. Issues non-policy opinions in response to requests by government agencies/

procuring entities, and private entities; 

3. Drafts policy opinions for issuance by the GPPB in  response to requests by govern-

ment agencies/procuring entities and private entities; 

4. Manages and operates GPPB-TSO “help-desk”; 

5. Updates on RA 9184 Handbook, Philippine Bidding Documents (PBDs), Generic 

Procurement Manuals (GPM), Sample Forms and Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) 

handbook; 

6. Reviews government contracts involving an amount of at least P500 Million to be 

procured using alternative methods of procurement (E.O. 423); 

7. Provides technical support to special projects/studies on procurement reforms; 

8. Provides the following secretariat support to regular meetings of the GPPB, IATWG, 

GRC, and other procurement related meetings: 

    a. Prepares resolutions, circulars, and memoranda to be promulgated by the GPPB; 



 

 

    b. Prepares meeting agenda and minutes of meeting; and 

    c. Convenes monthly meetings for GPPB, IATWG 

Performance Monitoring Division 

1. Evaluates the effectiveness of the government procurement system and the procure-

ment reform program; 

2. Monitors compliance by Government agencies with procurement laws, rules and 

regulations; 

3. Monitors compliance to anti-graft mechanism (EO 662); 

4. Monitors/Maintains database of proposed and concluded public sector contract 

regardless of amount involved (EO 662-A); 

5. Gathers and analyzes data on complaints against government agencies regarding 

violations of RA 9184 and its IRR and other procurement laws and regulations; 

6. Monitors performance and effectiveness of the PhilGEPS; 

7. Monitors/Compiles agencies’ Annual Procurement Plans (APPs) and Procurement 

Monitoring Reports (PMRs); 

8. Coordinates and liaises with other oversight bodies and agencies, civil society and 

NGOs on procurement reform implementation and initiatives; 

9. Provides the following secretariat support for the Procurement Transparency Group 

(PTG): 

    a. Prepares PTG recommendations/reports/findings for the GPPB; 

    b. Prepares meeting agenda and minutes of meeting; and 

    c. Convenes regular PTG meetings; 

Capacity Development Division 

1. Develops/Implements regular nationwide procurement training programs for pro-

curement officials/personnel; 

2. Manages the implementation of the Professionalization Program for Public Procure-

ment Practitioners; 

3. Establishes/Implements a procurement course and certificate program; 

 

   

4. Monitors/Coordinates trainings conducted by authorized trainors nationwide; 

5. Prepares / Conducts training need assessment for procurement officials/personnel; 

6. Conducts survey on the effectiveness of training programs; 

7. Updates training modules/tools; 

8. Provides resource speaker/lecturer on procurement law; 

9. Assists procuring entities through conduct of training programs, improve their com-

pliance on RA 9184 and its IRR; and 

10. Maintains database of trained agencies and procurement officials. 

Information Management Division 

1. Prepares and updates strategic communication plan for GPPB-TSO; 

2. Implements communication strategies/programs that reflect and support govern-

ment’s procurement reform program; 

3. Conducts information dissemination and strategic media campaign on procurement 

reform program; 

4. Develops information materials/communication tools (i.e. print, broadcast, and 

electronic) to increase awareness of general public on government procurement re-

form; 

5. Develops a system of information exchange/networking with different stakeholders; 

6. Manages publication of GPPB issuances to newspaper, official gazette, UP Law Cen-

ter and GPPB- TSO website; 

7. Manages and updates online listings of suspended and blacklisted contractors/

suppliers; and 

8. Maintains GPPB-TSO website. 

Administrative and Financial Division 

1. Provides administrative assistance to the Executive Director; 

2. Provides all administrative needs of GPPB–TSO; 

3. Provides administrative support to special projects/studies on procurement reform; 

4. Maintains GPPB-TSO files/documents; and 

5. Manages records center operations. 
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Type of Request/Action for GPPB-

TSO Services
Documentary Requirements

Processing Time

(Total Turn-Around Time)
Processing Unit/s

Flowchart

(Please refer to the Service Charter)
Client/s Other Relevant Documents

Rendering of Non-Policy Opinion

Written request for opinion 

(guidance, clarification, or answers) 

(letter or electronic mail), other 

supporting documents, if any

75 WD Legal and Research Division Flow Chart No. 1
Government Entities, NGOs, 

Private Sectors

NPM, Acknowledgment Letter, letter or e-mail request and other 

supporting documents relevant to the request

Attending Walk-In Query
Walk-In Query Form (provided by 

the Front Desk Staff)

1 Day

(Within the Day)
Legal and Research Division Flow Chart No. 2

Government Entities, NGOs, 

Private Sectors

Walk-In Query Forms, Feedback Form, Certificate of Attendance, 

Certicate of Appearance

Attending Phone Query

N/A

(The client will be asked to provide 

the following details:

Name

Agency/Organization/Affiliation

Contact Number/s

Concern/Question

1 Day

(Within the Day)
Legal and Research Division Flow Chart No. 3

Government Entities, NGOs, 

Private Sectors

Processing of Written Request for 

GRC/GPPB Approval or Committee 

Meeting

Written request from any requesting 

agency, department, office or 

instrumentality of the government

Request from bidders, observers, 

and other private groups

Preferably 1 month, but 

depends on the novelty and 

difficulty of the issues

Secretariat Division Flow Chart No. 4

Government Agencies/ 

Departments/ Offices/ 

Instrumentalities

Memoranda-Invitations, Presentation Materials, and Minutes, 

Memorandum and Resolution of the previous Meeting

Processing of Training Requests from 

the Government Sector or Private 

Sector

Formal training request (by fax, 

email or postal mail)

21 working days, suject on 

the availability of Resource 

Speakers

Capacity Development 

Division
Flow Chart No. 5

NGAs/SUCs/GOCCs/GFIs/LGU

s/CSOs or Private Sector

Training Request Routing Slip, Directory of Recognuzed Trainers, 

Training Needs Assessment Form, Office Order, Endorsement and 

Confirmation letters, Letter of Regrets, Post-Training Evaluation 

Results, Questions and Answers raised, List of Participants, Training 

Report

Facilitating of the Recruitment, 

Training of Trainers and Skills 

Training

Training Program Proposal (internal, 

to be accomplished by CDD staff), 

Accomplished Nomination Forms, 

CVs, Profiles, Travel Order from 

Target Agencies

21 working days, suject on 

the availability of Resource 

Speakers

Capacity Development 

Division
Flow Chart No. 6

Prospective and current GPPB 

Recognized Trainers (from 

government offices)

-Training Program Proposal includes:

Training design, budget, schedules, program

-Invitation Letters

-Nomination Forms

-Training Report

Evaluation of APCPI Results

APCPI Forms: CPMR, Assessment 

Form, APCPI Questionnaire, and 

Action Plan

60 working days
Performance Monitoring 

Division
Flow Chart No. 7

Government Agencies/ 

Departments/ Offices/ 

Instrumentalities

Acknowledgment Letter, Reply Letter 

Updating of the List of Pre-Selected 

Suppliers or Consultants, 

Consolidated Blacklisting Report

List of Pre-Selected Suppliers or 

Consultants, Blacklisting Order, 

Delisting Order

15 calendar days
Performance Monitoring 

Division
Flow Chart No. 8

Government Agencies/ 

Departments/ Offices/ 

Instrumentalities

Acknowledgment Letter, Reply Letter, Consolidated Blacklisting 

Report

Filing of Contract Extension

Letter informing the GPPB of a 

Procuring Entity's intent to extend a 

contract with another party beyond 

six (6) months

15 calendar days
Performance Monitoring 

Division
Flow Chart No. 9

Government Agencies/ 

Departments/ Offices/ 

Instrumentalities

Acknowledgment Letter, Reply Letter

Evaluation and Posting of APP/PMR 

and List of Observers

Annual Procurement Plan, 

Procurement Monitoring Report, List 

of Observers

15 calendar days
Performance Monitoring 

Division
Flow Chart No. 9

Government Agencies/ 

Departments/ Offices/ 

Instrumentalities

Acknowledgment Letter, Reply Letter, Checklist
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3. Assigns the request to 

the designated staff. 

(RO: LRD Head) 

 

Records and farms-out 

the request for opinion to 

the assigned 

PMO/Lawyer and draft 

the corresponding 

Acknowledgment Letter. 

(RO: Designated Officer) 

4. Submits the draft 

NPM to the LRD Head 

for review. 

(RO: PMO/Lawyer) 

8. Assigned Staff 

Finalizes and Initials 

(RO: PMO/Lawyer) 

 

Okay? 
 

 

5. LRD Head Reviews 

the drafted NPM and 

forward the NPM to the 

DED 

(RO: LRD Head) 

 

Process Flow Chart 1: 

Rendering Non-Policy Opinion 

Okay? 
 

 

6. Reviews the 

drafted NPM as 

reviewed by the 

LRD Head and 

forward the same to 

the ED for approval 

(RO: DED) 

 
No    Yes 

No    Yes 

7. Reviews and 

approves the 

submitted draft 

NPM and 

release the same 

after approval 

(RO: ED) 

 

Okay? 
 

 

1. The client (government or private entity) requests for opinion 

(guidance, clarification, or answers) in writing (letter or 

electronic mail). The Designated Staff, upon receipt, records it in 

the database and forwards the same to the Executive Director 

(ED) or the duly designated Deputy Executive Director (DED). 

2. The ED or duly designated DED forwards the request with 

comments/instructions to the Deputy Executive Director (DED) 

for appropriate action. The DED forwards the same with 

comments/instructions to the Legal and Research Division (LRD) 

Head for appropriate action. 

3. The LRD Head assigns an LRD staff to draft the appropriate 

response (Non-Policy Matter Opinion, Letter-Reply, or E-mail 

Reply); to record the request in the LRD database; and to write 

the acknowledgment letter. 

4. The LRD staff submits draft to the LRD Head. 

5. The LRD Head reviews the draft. Thereafter, either submits the 

draft to the DED for further review or returns the same to drafter 

for revisions. 

6. The DED reviews the draft. After which, either submits the draft 

to the ED for approval or returns the same to the LRD Head. 

7. The ED reviews the draft, he/she either approves the draft and 

instructs the drafter to finalize the same, or returns it to the 

DED/drafter for revisions. 

8. The drafter, the LRD Head, the DED affixes their initials in the 

final document which will be signed by the ED. 

9. The designated LR Staff updates the status of the request in the 

database and keeps a copy of the signed Non-Policy Matter 

Opinion while the designated staff mails the same. 

 

1. Receipt of Request for 

Opinion by the Designated 

Receiving Officer and 

forward the same to the ED 

or duly designated DED for 

assignment. 

(RO*: Receiving Officer) 

 

Start 

No    Yes 

LRD Head Initials 

 

2. ED or Designated 

DED assigns the request 

to the concerned DED 

and the Head of the LRD 

(RO: Executive Director) 

*RO: Responsible Officer 

Designated Staff 

Mails 

 

DED Signs 

 

ED Signs 

 

Designated Staff 

Records 

 

Start 



 

Start 

1. Receives inquiry 

from clients and 

records the same 

prior to 

endorsement to the 

officer of the day. 

(RO: Front Desk 

Officer) 

2. Responds to 

walk-in queries. 

(RO: Officer of the 

Day) 

 

3. Prepares and 

requests signature of 

the CA from the 

officer of the day. 

(RO: Front Desk 

Officer) 

4. Reviews and 

signs the CA 

(RO: Officer of the 

Day) 

5. Issues or releases 

the CA to the client. 

(RO: Front Desk 

Officer) 

 

 End 

 

1. The Client (government or private entity) 

visits the GPPB-TSO. The Client fills out the 

Walk-In Query Form provided by the Front 

Desk Staff who will then record the 

relevant information in the database and 

will forward the Query Form to the (Walk-

In) Officer of the Day or another LRD Staff, 

if the former is unavailable. 

2. The Officer of the Day (or any of the LRD 

Staff) attends to the Client. 

3. Upon request of the Client, the Designated 

Staff issues the Certificate of Appearance 

(CA) signed by the attending LRD Staff. 

Start 

1. Records and 

transfers phone 

inquiries 

(RO: Receiving 

Officer) 

2. Answers and 

records phone 

inquiries and the 

actions taken. 

(RO: Officer of the 

Day/Receiving 

Officer) 

 

 End 

 

Process Flow Chart 2: 

Walk-In 

Process Flow Chart 3: 

Phone Queries 

1. The Client (government or private 

entity) inquires over the GPPB-TSO 

Helpdesk. The Front Desk Staff records 

the relevant information of the client 

in the database and transfers the call 

to the (Phone) Officer of the Day or 

another LRD Staff, if the former is 

unavailable. 

2. The Officer of the Day (or any of the 

LRD Staff) answers the query of the 

client and records the response in the 

database. 
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Writes/calls the 
representative 

agent 

(RO: PMO V/IV) 
 

Receives Request 
(RO: Designated 

Receiving Officer) 

Start 

A. Administrative 

Aspect 

Request for GRC 

or GPPB Approval 

B. Technical 

Aspect 

Request for  

Committee Meeting 

For all Meetings of GPPB 

DED conducts review of 

the needed documents 

(e.g. presentation 

materials, minutes of the 

meeting) 

1. Upon receipt of a letter-request from agency, department, 

office or instrumentality of the government, the SD receives the 

same and undertakes two (2) aspects of preparation: 

A. Administrative Aspect: 

(Before the meeting) 

1. Administratively, the concerned Staff coordinates with any of 

the following: the Inter-Agency Technical Working Group 

(IATWG); the GPPB-TSO Review Committee (GRC) nor the 

Government Procurement Policy Board (Board) to check their 

schedules and set a date for a meeting; 

2. Thereafter, the SD Staff sends memoranda-invitations to the 

members of either the IATWG or the GRC; 

3. SD Staff takes confirmation of attendance prior to the date of 

the meeting to confirm the existence of a quorum on the 

scheduled meeting. 

(During the meeting) 

4. The SD staff takes care of all administrative and other related 

concerns during the meeting. 

A. Administrative Aspect: 

1. SD Head assigns the letter request to the concerned Staff. 

2. The assigned Staff undertakes complete staff work (CSW) 

which, among others, includes research work, study on the 

proprietary/validity of the request; checking of the completeness 

of the documents submitted in compliance with GPPB Rules and 

Regulations or relevant issuances; clarification of facts and issues 

from the concerned agency, if necessary; 

3. If upon review and verification, the Staff found out that the 

documents submitted by the requesting office/agency is 

incomplete, the Staff either writes or calls the concerned office 

to request for additional documents or information from the 

latter; 

4. If the review of the assigned Staff shows that the documents 

are complete, the concerned Staff, and other SD Staff if 

necessary, prepare/s the presentation materials, minutes of the 

previous meeting, memorandum and resolution on the previous 

meeting. 

5. The SD Head coordinates with the assigned Staff and conducts 

the initial review of all the documents/materials necessary for 

the ensuing meeting. 

6. The Deputy Executive Director (DED) undertakes further 

review of all the documents/materials necessary for the meeting 

and gives further instructions, if necessary, and may either 

approve or disapprove the documents/materials: 

a. In case further revision is necessary, the SD Head returns 

documents/materials to the assigned Staff to effect the 

necessary revisions; 

b. If the DED finds that the documents/materials needed are 

already complete and acceptable, the DED approves the 

documents/materials for endorsement to the ED. 

7. The Executive Director (ED) reviews and approves all the 

documents/materials for the forthcoming meeting. 

Incomplete Documents 

Process Flow Chart 4: 

All Meetings Including Matters 

Elevated to the Board 

Prepares and sends  

Memo for the meeting 

of the members of 

GPPB / IATWG  

Meeting and GPPB 

(for the Board  

Meeting) 

(RO: PMO III) 

 

 

 

Before the Meeting 

 
Checks completeness 

of documents. 

 

Clarifies facts and  

issues from the office. 

(RO: PMO V/IV) 

 

Confirmation  

of Attendance 

(RO: PMO III) 

During the meeting: 

 

Attends to other 

Administrative 

Matters / Concerns 
(RO: PMO IV/III) 

 

 

Legend: Process 

flow for all meetings 

including matters 

elevated to the GPPB 

PMO VI  

reviews the 

materials for 

the meeting 

Complete Documents 

DED conducts review of 

the needed documents 

(e.g. presentation 

materials, minutes of the 

meeting) 

Prepares the presentation materials. 

 

Prepares the Minutes of the previous 

Meeting. 

 

Drafts the needed Memorandum,  

Resolution (GPPB Meeting) on the 

previous meeting. 

(RO: PMO V/IV) 

For review and 

approval of the 

Executive 

Director 

Sets a date for 

GRC/ IATWG/  

GPPB Meeting 
(RO: PMO III) 

PMO VI  

reviews and revises 

the 

materials and 

documents for the 

meeting 

Assignment to 

a Designated 
PMO 

(RO: PMO VI) 

) 

Approved? 

End 

Y N 
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    NO                                       YES 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Coordinate availability with in-

house and/or recognized trainers 

on identified date. 

(RO: PMO) 

Record training request to 

Database and assign to CDD 

PMO with instructions 

(RO: CDD HEAD) 

Record information of training 

request to Online Database. 

(RO: PMO) 

Requesting Office sends 

request for Resource 

Person to GPPB-TSO 

 

Start 

Reception Officer routes the request to 

the Office of the Executive Director 

(OED) or duly designated Deputy 

Executive Director (DED) 

(RO: Receiving Officer) 

 

Receive Training Request  

(RO: CDD HEAD) 

Reception Officer receives request 

and records details in the Database. 

(RO: Receiving Officer) 

 

ED/DED endorses request to CDD 

Head/OIC Head (RO: ED/DED) 

Coordinate details (date, venue, 

program, etc.), requirements and 

arrangements with representative 

of requesting office. 

(RO: PMO) 

Resource Persons (RPs) 

available? 

Prepare and send 

letter of regret  

(RO: PMO) 

From Recognized 

Trainers 

Prepare and send 

endorsement letter  

(RO: PMO) 

From In-House Trainers 

Prepare Office 

Order/Pass Slip 

(RO: PMO) 
Prepare and send confirmation 

letter with evaluation form to 

Requesting Office  

(RO: PMO) 

Coordinate final requirements and 

arrangements with Requesting 

Office and RPs 

(RO: PMO) 

Provide assistance during 

actual conduct of Training 

(RO: PMO) 

Coordinate with Requesting Office the 

submission of accomplished evaluation 

forms, output of open forum and copy 

of attendance sheets (RO: PMO) 

Review and scan documents 

submitted by Requesting 

Office (RO: PMO) 

Submit a copy of 

the output of open 

forum to IMD 

(RO: PMO) 

Prepare evaluation summary report 

and submit a copy to the RPs and CDD 

Head/DED in-charge (RO: PMO) 

File all records created 

and documents received    

(RO: PMO) 

Complete information 

in the Online Database    

(RO: PMO) 

Send Feedback Form 

to Requesting Office 

(RO: CDD HEAD) 

Receive, record, evaluate 

and file feedback  

(RO: CDD HEAD) 

Process Flow Chart 5: 

Training Request from 

NGAs/SUCs/GOCCs/GFIs/LGUs/CSOs 



 

 

TRAINING REQUESTS PROCESS FLOW: 

 

1. The Requesting Office prepares and sends request 

for Resource Person (RP) to the GPPB-TSO addressed 

to its Executive Director, through postal mail, 

electronic mail or facsimile 

2. Within two (2) working days upon receipt, Reception 

Officer scans, records the details of the request to the 

Database and files the request for safe keeping. 

3. Within two (2) working days upon receipt, Reception 

Officer forwards the request to the Executive Director 

(ED) or the duly designated Deputy Executive Director 

(DED). 

4. Within two to five (2-5) working days upon receipt, 

ED/DED endorses the request to the CDD Head/OIC 

Head, with instructions.   

5. Within two to three (2-3) working days CDD 

Head/OIC Head receives and records the request to the 

Database and assigns it to CDD PMOs, with 

instructions. 

6. The designated CDD PMO coordinates with the 

Requesting Office within seven (7) working days. The 

PMO shall verify the details of the request and records 

the details to the Database. The Training Needs 

Assessment (TNA) to guide both the Requesting Office 

and the PMO in the finalization of training design.  

7. The Requesting Office shall accomplish the TNA and 

forwards it to the designated CDD PMO, the soonest 

possible time. 

8. Within seven (7) working days upon receipt of the 

accomplished TNA, the CDD PMO shall finalize the 

training design. The final design will be forwarded to 

the Requesting Office for approval. 

9. Once the training design has been finalized and 

approved, the CDD PMO shall endorse request to 

Resource Persons. The Resource Person shall confirm 

their availability, otherwise it will be endorsed to other 

Resource Persons. The CDD PMO is given two (2) weeks 

to look for available Resource Persons. 

10. Upon confirmation of availability by the Resource 

Person, the CDD PMO shall prepare the necessary 

documents (confirmation letter, evaluation forms, 

Travel Order/Pass Slip, etc.) to finalize the 

endorsement. Within seven (7) working days, the CDD 

PMO shall forward the confirmation to the Requesting 

Office. 

11. The CDD PMO shall coordinate the final 

arrangements to the identified RP (final date of 

training, venue, program, topics, transportation 

arrangement, etc.), at least two to five working days 

before the training schedule. 

12. The Requesting Office shall forward the 

accomplished evaluation forms, attendance sheet, 

summary of Q and A, to the CDD PMO within seven (7) 

working days after the conduct of training. 

13. The CDD PMO shall summarize the evaluation form 

and shall inform the RPs of their ratings and 

suggestions provided by participants. 

14. The CDD Head/OIC Head shall forward a feedback 

form to the Requesting Office. The requesting Office 

must accomplish and submit the feedback form to the 

CDD Head/OIC Head within five (5) working days from 

receipt thereof. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Process Flow Chart 6: 

CDD Programs – Recruitment, Training of Trainers and Skills 

Training 

I. Preliminary 
Screening

II. Training on RA 
9184 and its IRR and 

the Philippine Bidding 
Documents, and 

Assessment Exam

III. Skills and Values 
Formation Training 

Workshop, and 
Evaluation of 

Facilitation and 
Presentation Skills

IV. Conduct of In-
House Training

V. Recognition as 
GPPB-TSO Recognized 

Trainers

VI. Retention 
Examination of GPPB-

TSO Recognized 
Trainers

Start 

Craft or Review 

Requirements/Qualifications 

of a Trainer 

(RO: PMO/CDD Head) 

 

Prepare and send Invitation Letters to 

Identified Agencies/Offices  

(RO: PMO) 

 

 

 
Agencies/Offices send Nomination 

Forms of Prospective Trainers 

(RO: Invited Agencies) 

 

 

 
Preliminary Screening of 

Requirements/Qualifications of 

Nominated Prospective Trainers 

(RO: PMO/CDD Head) 

 

 

 

STAGE I 
PRELIMINARY SCREENING 

Start 

Prepare Program, and Identify 

and/or Invite Resource Persons 

(RO: PMO) 
 

Coordinate with Qualified 

Prospective Trainers 

(RO: PMO) 
 

Prepare Administrative and 

Logistics Requirements (RO: PMO) 
 

Implement the Training Program 

and Administer Assessment 

Examination (RO: CDD) 

 (RO: PMO) 
 Prepare Post-Training Report  

(RO: PMO) 
 

STAGE II 
TRAINING ON RA 9184 AND ITS IRR 

AND THE PHILIPPINE BIDDING 

DOCUMENTS, AND ASSESSMENT 

EXAM 

 

Start 

Invite Qualified Prospective 

Trainers for Stage III of 

Recruitment Process (RO: PMO) 
 

Prepare Administrative and 

Logistics Requirements (RO: PMO) 
 

Implement the Training Program 

and Administer Skills Assessment 

and Action Planning (RO: CDD) 

 (RO: PMO) 
 

Inform prospective trainers of the 

result of the assessment exam 

(RO: PMO) 

 

Prepare Post-Training Report  

(RO: PMO) 
 

STAGE III 
SKILLS AND VALUES FORMATION 

AND EVALUATION OF 

FACILITATION AND 

PRESENTATION SKILLS 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STAGE I 
1. The CDD PMO shall prepare the following: 

(a) qualifications of a prospective trainer; 
(b) list of invited agencies/offices, and (3) 
letter of invitation to Heads of agencies, 
subject to review and approval of the CDD 
Head.  
 

2. Upon approval of the CDD Head, The CDD 
PMO shall send the letter of invitation 
including the information about the 
qualifications of a prospective trainer, with 
the nomination form to identified 
agencies. 
 

3. Identified agencies /offices shall submit to 
the GPPB-TSO the accomplished 
Nomination Forms within the set deadline 
of submission. 
  

4. CDD PMO shall conduct a Preliminary 
Screening of Requirements/Qualifications 
of Nominated Prospective Trainers and 
shall forward the list to the CDD Head, for 
approval. 
 

STAGE II 
1. CDD PMO shall prepare the final program 

of activities for the training on R.A. 9184 
and its IRR, and the Philippine Bidding 
Documents; and shall identify and/or 
Invite Resource Speakers. 
 

2. CDD PMO shall coordinate with the 
qualified prospective trainers as to their 
availability. 
 

3. CDD PMO shall prepare the Administrative 
and Logistics Requirements such as 
Invitation Letters, Office Order, and 

Purchase Request/s; and prepare supplies 
and materials to be used in the training. 
 

4. The CDD team shall implement the training 
activity and administer the assessment 
exam.  
 

5. The CDD PMO in-charge shall prepare the 
post-training report and shall submit it to 
the CDD Head. 
 

STAGE III 
1. CDD PMO shall inform prospective trainers 

of the result of the Assessment Exam. 
 

2. CDD PMO shall invite the Qualified 
Prospective Trainers for the Skills Training 
and Values Formation Seminar-Workshop. 
 

3. CDD PMO shall prepare the necessary 
administrative and logistics requirements 
for the training. 
 

4. CDD team shall implement the training 
program and administer the Skills 
Assessment and Action Planning. 
 

5. Finally, the CDD PMO shall prepare the 
post-training report and shall submit it to 
the CDD Head. 

 

STAGE IV 
1. CDD PMO shall inform the prospective 

trainers of the result of the Skills 
Assessment and shall request them to 
conduct an In-house Training as part of the 
Recruitment Process; 
 

2. The prospective trainer shall coordinate 
with the CDD PMO the details of their In-
house training schedule. 
 

3. CDD PMO shall identify and /or request 
Observers/s from GPPB-TSO Resource 
Speakers and/or GPPB Recognized Trainers 
to evaluate the prospective trainers in the 
conduct of their in-house training. 
 

4. CDD PMO shall tabulate the result of the 
In-house training conducted by the 
prospective trainers. 
 

STAGE V 
1. CDD PMO shall finalize the total scores of 

the prospective trainers who completed 
and passed the Recruitment Process and 
shall submit it to the CDD Head. 
 

2. CDD Head will recommend the List of 
Qualified Trainers to the ED/DED; 
 

3. CDD PMO will send letter and notify the 
head of the agencies of the result of the 
recruitment program and request the head 
of the agency for the Issuance of an Office 
Order authorizing the newly-recognized 
trainers to carry out their functions as 
GPPB Recognized Trainer.  

Start 

Inform prospective trainers of the result of 

the Skills Assessment and request them to 

conduct an In-House Training (RO: PMO) 

 

Coordinate training schedule and 

training design to CDD PMO  

(RO: Prospective Trainer) 

 

Identify and/or request Observer/s from 

GPPB-TSO RPs and/or Recognized 

Trainers (RO: PMO) 

 

Coordinate details of the In-House 

Training with confirmed Observer/s 

(RO: PMO) 

 

Tabulate Scores on the conduct of In-

House Training (RO: PMO) 

 

STAGE IV 
CONDUCT OF IN-HOUSE TRAINING 

Start 

Finalize Total Scores and List of Prospective 

Trainers who completed and passed the 4 

Stages of the Program (RO: PMO) 

 

Recommend List of 

Qualified Trainers to ED 

(RO: PMO) 

 

Prepare and send letter to head of 

agencies notifying them of the 

successful completion of their 

representatives to the Program and 

request for the issuance of an Order 

authorizing the newly-recognized 

trainers to carry out their functions as 

procurement trainers (RO: PMO) 

 

STAGE V 
RECOGNITION AS GPPB-TSO TRAINER 



PERFORMANCE 
MONITORING 

DIVISION 
 



 

 

7. Assigned 

PMD Personnel 

makes 

necessary 

revisions. 

(RO: PMO 

III/IV/V 

 

 

Process 

requests 

End 

Y N 

PMD Staff logs the 

work assignments to 

corresponding online 

records and forwards 

the APCPI to the PMD 

Personnel assigned for 

that particular agency 

who submitted the 

APCPI. 

(RO: PMO III/IV/V) 

 

 

N 

6. PMD Head 

reviews AL or 

RL 

Start 

2. Office of the 

Deputy Executive 

Director determines 

the course of action 

and assigns the APCPI 

document to the PMD 

Head. 

 

Y 

1. Front Desk 

receives APCPI 

submission. 

(RO: Receiving 

Officer) 

3. PMD Head 

assigns the APCPI 

document to PMD 

Personnel 

 

 

5. Assigned 

PMD Personnel 

prepares Reply 

Letter (RL) 

(RO: PMO 

III/IV/V 

 

5. Assigned 

PMD Personnel 

prepares 

Acknowledgeme

nt Letter (AL) 

(RO: PMO 

III/IV/V 

 

4. Assigned PMD 

Personnel conducts 

evaluation of the 

submitted APCPI 

document. 

(RO: PMO III/IV/V 

9. Assigned PMD 

Personnel finalizes 

AL or RL. 

(RO: PMO III/IV/V 

 

 

12. Assigned PMD 

Personnel updates 

online records and 

files the document 

together with a 

photocopy of the 

signed document. 

(RO: PMO III/IV/V) 

 

 

1. GPPB-TSO Front Desk Staff receives and records APCPI 

submissions in hard copies. Documents that are submitted 

through electronic mail are printed and forwarded by the 

recipient to Front Desk Staff for proper endorsement to the 

Office of the Deputy Executive Director (DED). 

2. The DED reviews and determines the appropriate course of 

action for the received APCPI documents and forwards the 

same to the PMD Head. 

3. The PMD Head reviews and determines additional courses 

of action to be undertaken on the received document (i.e., 

calling the procuring entity). After such, the PMD Head assigns 

the received documents to PMD Staff. The PMD Staff updates 

its online database pertaining to the work assignment and 

forwards the same documents to the PMD Staff assigned to 

process/evaluate the document. 

4. Assigned PMD Staff evaluates the received APCPI 

Documents and takes the appropriate course of action as 

instructed by the DED and PMD Head. The conduct of 

evaluation determines the completeness of submitted APCPI 

Documents which includes the following accomplished forms: 

a. Self-Assessment (Annex A) 

b. Consolidated Procurement Monitoring Report (Annex B) 

c. Confirmation Questionnaire 

d. Action Plan (Annex D) 

5. If the submitted documents are complete, the PMD Staff 

prepares an Acknowledgment Letter (AL). Otherwise, a Reply 

Letter (RL) shall be prepared. 

6. The PMD Head reviews and comments on the draft AL/RL 

and return the same to the PMD staff for appropriate revision. 

7. The PMD Staff effects changes on the draft AL/RL based on 

the comment/s made by the PMD Head. After such, the PMD 

Staff submits the revised AL/RL to the DED. 

8. The DED reviews and comments on the AL/RL and forwards 

the same to the PMD Staff. 

9. The PMD Staff effects the necessary changes on the AL/RL 

based on the comments made by the DED. The revised AL/RL is 

forwarded to the DED for further review. If no further 

comments were made, the PMD Staff finalizes the AL/RL. 

10. The PMD Staff forwards the finalized AL/RL to the PMD 

Head. The PMD Head affixes his/her initials on and return the 

finalized Documents to the PMD Staff who will forward the 

initialed AL/RL to the Office of the DED for signature and 

approval. 

11. The DED reviews and signs the finalized AL/RL and returns 

to the PMD Staff for further action. 

12. The PMD Staff updates its online database for the 

completion of the assigned task and forwards the approved 

documents to the Front Desk Staff. The PMD Staff then files a 

photocopy of the approved document to its respective folder. 

13. The Front Desk Staff prepares the approved document for 

releasing and issuance through mail. Front Desk Staff likewise 

provides a file copy of the approved document. 

Complete 

submission? 

11. Deputy 

Executive 

Director signs 

the finalized AL 

or RL. 

Front Desk 

sends AL or RL. 

8. Deputy 

Executive 

Director reviews 

AL or RL 

Process Flow Chart 7: 

APCPI Results Submitted to the GPPB-TSO 

With 

revisions? 

10. PMD Head 

affixes his/her 

initials on the 

finalized AL or 

RL. 



 

5. Assigned 

PMD Personnel 

prepares Reply 

Letter (RL) 

(RO: PMO 

IV/V) 

Process Flow Chart 8: 

Limited Source Bidding / Blacklisting Order /Delisting Order 

1. The GPPB-TSO Front Desk Staff receives the 

documents (Limited Source Bidding – List of Pre-

Selected Suppliers or Consultants, Blacklisting 

Order, Delisting Order) by stamping or marking the 

submitted documents with date and time of receipt 

and name of the staff who received the 

documents, and records the same in the database. 

2. The Front Desk Staff forwards the documents to 

the DED for the determination of the course of 

action that needs to be taken using the routing slip. 

3. The PMD Head assigns the documents to a PMD 

Staff for appropriate action. 

4. The PMD Staff logs the assigned work to the 

corresponding online record and reviews and 

evaluates the completeness of the submitted 

documents using appropriate checklist. 

5. The PMD Staff prepares the appropriate 

response. If the submitted documents are 

complete, PMD Staff prepares an Acknowledgment 

Letter (AL), otherwise, a Reply Letter (RL) shall be 

prepared. 

6. The PMD Head reviews the AL/RL and gives 

comments. 

7. The PMD Staff makes the necessary revisions, if 

necessary. Otherwise, PMD Staff forwards the 

AL/RL to the DED for review. 

8. The DED reviews the AL/RL and gives comments. 

9. The PMD Staff effects the revisions given by the 

DED, if any, and returns the AL/RL to the DED for 

review. 

10. Once the DED approves the AL/RL, the PMD 

Staff finalizes the AL/RL and prints two (2) colored 

copies. 

11. PMD Head affixes initials to the AL/RL. 

12. DED affixes signature to the AL/RL. 

13. PMD Staff prepares the release of the AL/RL 

and forwards AL to IMD for posting in the GPPB 

website (for BOs). The Blacklisted entity will be 

included in the Consolidated Blacklisting Report 

(CBR). 

14. Front Desk Staff keeps the original and scanned 

copy of the AL/RL with the submitted documents to 

the PMD Staff. 

15. PMD Staff files the photocopy of the AL/RL with 

the submitted documents and updates the status 

of the document in the online record. 

4. PMD Personnel logs 

the work assignments 

to corresponding 

online records. 

(RO: PMO IV/V) 

 

 

6. PMD 

Head 
reviews AL 

or RL 

End 

Start 

N 

Y 

1. Front Desk Staff 

receives document 

submission. 

2. Office of the 

Deputy Executive 

Director determines 

the course of action 

and assigns the 

document to the PMD 

Head. 

 

3. PMD Head 

assigns the document 

to PMD Personnel for 

logging into the 

database. 

 

 

13. Assigned PMD 

Personnel endorses to 

IMD documents 

required to be posted 

at the GPPB website. 

(RO: PMO IV/V) 

 

5. Assigned PMD 

Personnel prepares 

Acknowledgement 

Letter (AL) 

(RO: PMO IV/V) 

 

7. Assigned 

PMD Personnel 

makes 

necessary 

revisions. 

(RO: PMO 

IV/V) 

 

 
Deputy 

Executive 

Director reviews 

AL or RL 

With 

revisions? 

9. Assigned PMD 

Personnel finalizes 

AL or RL. 

(RO: PMO IV/V) 

 

 

 

10. PMD Head 

affixes his/her 

initials on the 

finalized AL or 

RL. 

11. Deputy 

Executive 

Director signs 

the finalized AL 

or RL. 

12. Assigned PMD 

Personnel updates 

online records and 

files a photocopy of 

the signed document 

with attachments. 

(RO: PMO IV/V) 

 

 

14. Front Desk 

Staff sends AL 

or RL. 

Y N 

Document for 

FAA? 



 

4. PMD  

Personnel logs the  

work assignments to 

corresponding online 

records and forwards 

the documents to the 

assigned PMD 

Personnel handling 

such documents. 

(RO: PMO III/IV/V) 

 

 

6. PMD 

Head reviews 

AL/RL 

End 

Start 

N 

Y 

1. Front Desk receives 

contract extension, 

APP, PMR and/or List 

of Observers. 

(RO: Receiving 

Officer) 

2. Office of the 

Deputy Executive 

Director determines 

the course of action 

and assigns the 

document/s to the 

PMD Head 

 

3. PMD Head 

assigns the document 

to PMD Personnel for 

logging into the 

database. 

 

 

Assigned PMD 

Personnel endorses to 

IMD documents 

required to be posted 

at the GPPB website. 

(RO: PMO III/IV/V) 

 

5. Assigned PMD 

Personnel reviews the 

document/s and 

prepares (AL) or (RL) 

(RO: PMO III/IV/V) 

 

7. Assigned 

PMD Personnel 

makes 

necessary 

revisions 

(RO: PMO 

III/IV/V) 

 

 

 10. Deputy 

Executive 

Director reviews 

AL or RL 

With 

revisions? 

13. Assigned PMD 

Personnel finalizes 

AL or RL 

(RO: PMO III/IV/V) 

 

 

PMD Head 
affixes his/her 

initials on the 

finalized AL or 

RL 

Deputy 

Executive 

Director signs 

the finalized AL 

or RL. 

Assigned PMD 

Personnel updates 

online records and 

files a photocopy of 

the signed document. 

(RO: PMO III/IV/V) 

 

 

 

 

Front Desk 

sends AL or RL. 

Process Flow Chart 9: 

APP, PMR, Contract Extension, and List of Observers 

1. The Front Desk Staff receives the document 

(Annual Procurement Plan, Procurement Monitoring 

Report, Contract Extension, List of Observers) and 

records the same to the database before forwarding 

to the Office of the Deputy Executive Director (DED). 

In case of e-mail in any of the monitoring e-mail 

addresses, a copy of such shall be printed and 

forwarded by the recipient to the Front Desk Staff 

for proper endorsement to the Office of the DED. 

2. The DED determines the course of action to be 

undertaken and assigns the document to the PMD 

Head. 

3. The PMD Head assigns the document to the 

Personnel that will update the database and to the 

Staff that will do the evaluation. 

4. The PMD Staff checks the document details, clicks 

the corresponding entry in the database, updates 

details, and saves updated entry. PMD Staff also 

records and takes note of the type of document 

assigned and to whom it is being assigned. 

5. The assigned PMD Personnel evaluates the 

document and prepares an Acknowledgment Letter 

(AL) or Reply Letter (RL) to be forwarded to the PMD 

Head. 

6. The PMD Head receives the AL/RL with the 

documents and notes for revisions and/or forwards 

the same to the DED.  In case there are corrections, 

the PMD Head writes on AL/RL as to which sections 

are for revisions. The PMD Head calls staff to give AL 

and discuss revisions. 

7. The PMD Staff revises the AL/RL accordingly and 

returns the same to the PMD Head. 

8. Upon review, the PMD head returns the AL/RL to 

the PMD Staff for further revisions or for forwarding 

to the DED. 

9. The Staff forwards the AL/RL, with the attached 

document, to the DED. 

10. The DED notes and comments on AL/RL and calls 

the Staff to discuss revisions. 

11. Assigned PMD Personnel edits and finalizes the 

AL/RL for further review of the DED. The staff goes 

to the DED and discusses incorporated revisions on 

AL/RL. 

12. The DED will then instruct the staff to finalize the 

letter. 

13. The Staff finalizes the letter and forward the 

same to the PMD Head for initials, then to the DED 

for signature. 

14. The staff forwards the letter to the Front Desk 

Officer for mailing while maintaining a copy of the 

signed letter, together with the document, for filing. 

15. The Front Desk Staff logs in the database and 

mails the signed letter. 


